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The world is facing a fierce virus, COVID 19 since last year

that caused disease and death of many People around the world,
stopping the movement of air traffic and transportation, paralyzing movement as a whole and losses in the economy in the entire

world, and with the length of time and the absence of a vaccine to

date and the attempt to balance between the health of individuals

and the economy, the majority of countries turned to the idea of
coexistence with the virus, that is, life continues. With the precau-

tions for infection from the disease and coexistence with it, and
the life in the continuity of the presence of the virus and its suc-

cess, two essential factors must be activated. The first basic factor
is the new technology for the principle of prevention, better than

the treatment represented in the cloud of things from the Internet
of things, cloud Computing, big data, Artificial intelligence and 5G,
the fifth generation of communications.

The second key factor is the emotional intelligence of its im-

portance in this difficult period for self-control and the reduction
of material and moral losses in these difficult moments when humanity as a whole passes both material and moral losses together.

We need it in every home, every company, every community,

every country, and the entire world as a whole, with different exposure to material and moral losses.

In the era of COVID 19, the best solution to get out of the current

crisis is to use both cloud-of-things technology CLOUT to prevent
disease by identifying the sufferer to avoid and using emotional
intelligence EQ to get out of the crisis.

In education, 4 axes are science, engineering, technology, and

Math. A fifth axis, medicine, must be added so stem should be replace by STEMM by adding medicine to it.

In aviation a recent Survey, to choose between 4 choices: pas-

senger wearing MASKS All the time, FAST INSPECTION OF high

Temperature or COVID 19 test OF Passengers, Empty the middle

seat in AIRCRAFT for social distancing, OR ALL THE Above, most
of them select all the Above, Awareness.
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Another survey what the reason for your travel: visit family and

friends, or tourist, most they select visit family and friends. Human
Being are emotion not like ROBOOT.

COVID 19 risk levels by activities in a 9th levels the MOST dan-

gerous two levels represent 9th level places like: LARGE MUSIC

CONCERTS, Bars And then 8th level places like: GYMS, SPORTS
STADIUMS, Gyms, Churches and Mosques…ALL IN RED COLOUE.

From level 7 to level 6 in sequence places like schools Basket

Ball then, movie theaters, restaurants all in ORANGE COLOUR.

LEVEL 5 LIKE Airplane, Malls in Yellow color and Level 4 in light

green like doctor office waiting room.

Level 3, 2, 1 in dark green and IN sequence like hotels, getting

fuel, getting takeout from restaurant.

The Probability of contagion is v High 90% if two person one

healthy and other infected does not wearing a mask and high 70%

if the healthy one wear a mask and the infected one does not wear
a mask, and medium 5% if the infected one wear a mask and the

healthy one does not wear a mask, LOW 1.5% IF BOTH Wearing A
mask, and none if healthy one stay at home.

That is why the most important thing is to Detect the infected

person by using clout tech and the people that attach to him by

clout to reduce number of infected and dead people WITH COVID19 infection.

So, the cloud of things is used in prevention as a good treatment

and uses emotional intelligence to cross from the current crisis.

EQ example, the crisis causes frustration and loss of confidence, so

the family finds the father thinking about the decrease in salary or
his loss or leaving work and consequently the effect on his interactions with the family as a whole, Children after daily life heading to

school every day in the morning and afternoon at club, were staying
at home for weeks and months and in need of emotion, nostalgia,

patience and wife as the extent of their anxiety about the disease
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and the impact on the family in addition to the elderly from the

the mobile in three colors green, yellow and red, allowing green

Telephone and social communication with them to make up for it.

infected and their whereabouts and personal data about them to

ancestors and isolating them in places and homes for fear of infection and preventing visits and trying to increase communication

All this is on the family. In work environment accumulated losses
and balance between laying off employees to reduce losses and

it is the easiest and most difficult solution as a social dimension
and between reducing salaries and between the return of activity

and the increase of COVID 19 infection all of this needs to control

emotion and self in dealing especially the leaders Because workers
in the case of seeing their leadership confident and challenging to

win over the difficult situation they imitate them In the event of the

Freedom of movement, yellow in certain places, and red with quar-

antine. Applications on the phones help to know the number of the
announce the cases of corona. Using of three dimensional printing

to build rooms and hospitals for treatment to speed the achievement.

Behind every ordeal Crisis a grant And Activation of CLOUD OF

THINGS CLOUT AND Emotion intelligent EQ in the entire world
could be the Grant of COVID 19 Pandemic.

opposite, the opposite occurs.

WHY EQ & CLOUT in LIFE Beyond COVID19?

EQ Emotional intelligence is twice as important as other skills

in determining outstanding leadership. By managing your emo-

tions and relating well to others, you can achieve higher levels of
inﬂuence as well as personal well-being.

How to use those feelings more productively to make stronger

decisions, overcome negative thoughts, control yourself in volatile

situations, or understand others when they act in a way that surprises or angers you.

Identifying and managing your own emotions and to react to

tough situations like COVID 19 with resilience, Respond to stress
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productively AND TO Persuade and to inﬂuence others

From a scientiﬁc standpoint, emotional intelligence is the abil-

ity to accurately perceive you’re own and others’ emotions; to understand the signals that emotions send about relationships; and
to manage your own and others’ emotions.

Great leaders move us-they inspire, motivate, and energize

us, You can be a successful leader without much emotional intelligence if you’re extremely lucky and you’ve got everything else

going for you, BUT THIS IS NOT THR Right TIME and The Right
situation, SEE COVID 19 OUTBREAK.

As COVID-19 continues to spread widely and claim lives, Clout

technology is helping halt the COVID-19 outbreak. Modern technologies used by Developed countries in CLOUT to combat the
Corona virus 19.Clout include advanced tech like IOT, AI, CLOUD,

5G, 3D.Robots and artificial intelligence, BLOCK CHAIN, AR, VR, MR

are used to find infected cases, learn about the condition, write a

report on each case, also to de-liver food and medicine to patients
in hospitals to prevent contact and communication.

The establishment of a new health system for each person on
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